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WELCOME TO RAMPART SEARCH AND RESCUE
Greetings Rescuer,
You have joined the state’s only county USAR team. Our brethren west of I-25 mostly are
involved in mountain rescues and are a member of MRA (Mountain Rescue Association).
Rampart Search and Rescue is a member of NASAR (National Association of Search and
Rescue). RSAR follows closer to the FEMA model of a rescue team. Now with that said, we deal
with several different type of rescues and events: Missing persons in town, tornados, stranded
motorist during severe weather during blizzards, flooding, missing parents at the County Fair,
safety fairs demo and several parades throughout the year.
Colorado Search and Rescue noted in their quarterly meeting on May 11, 2019. Two universities
conducting research in search and rescue missions found the following; Colorado conducts over
3,600 SAR missions a year, with the closest state California had little over 2,400 SAR missions
a year. Surrounding states had 900 SAR missions a year. Colorado is ground zero for search
and rescue (SAR) missions more than any other state. The university study also found that non
state residents or tourists made up a large amount of those missions. RSAR has found this to
be true in our own county by the blizzards we have been involved in over the years. Several
stranded motorists were found to be out of state. Our current calls for service is currently around
60 – 75 a year, much lower than our brethren west of I-25. But that will change soon, due to
increase in population in the metro and Adams county.
Our team is well known and respected in the community, you will be working with other
agencies in the field of; Medical, Law Enforcement, Fire, Dispatch, State of Colorado. Pride in
yourself, the team will go a long way and you will learn much in working with these
professionals.

About Rampart Search and Rescue
Founded in 1999, Rampart Search and Rescue is an organization of highly skilled search and
rescue professionals capable of providing effective response to numerous emergencies,
disasters and public safety incidents.
We specialize in searching for missing persons, stranded motorists, disaster assistance, K9
search, Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) and monitoring hazardous weather events. We are
on call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.
Our 30+ member strong team provides search and rescue resources to Adams, Lincoln and
Morgan counties, in Colorado; a total population of 500,000 over 5,000 square miles covering
three counties. Rampart Search and Rescue operates under the supervision of the Adams
County Sheriff’s Office, by statutory authority and provides search and rescue resources locally,
out of county and out of state when requested.
We are dedicated to saving lives through search, rescue and safety education. We strive to
prevent search-related emergencies through awareness education and community outreach,
serving in a variety of roles while working towards a single goal – to save lives.
Our team is comprised of unpaid volunteers and our services are provided free of charge,
therefore we rely heavily on 501 (c)(3) tax-deductible donations. Our team relies on the
generous contributions of the community to fulfill our mission of saving lives.

This Guide is intended for the sole use of Rampart Search and Rescue members. Copies
should not be made or distributed to anyone outside RSAR. The Guide is not intended to
address advanced SAR topics or issues specific to certain specialty teams within. Persons who
have a specific interest in specialty teams are urged to meet with the appropriate team Training
Manager prior to applying for general membership. Finally, this Guide is intended to be a “living
document” and so will change as the requirements of RSAR change over time.
“Disaster and emergency response is inherently hazardous and participation may result in
exposure to the risk of injury, loss of personal property and loss of life. Training for safe
response to emergencies is our greatest priority.”
AUTHORITY

24-33.5-707 Local and interjurisdictional disaster agencies and services
(10) The sheriff of each county shall:
(a) Be the official responsible for coordination of all search and rescue operations within the
sheriff's jurisdiction;
(b) Make use of the search and rescue capability and resources available within the county
and request assistance from the office of emergency management only when and if the sheriff
determines such additional assistance is required.
(11) When authorized by the governor and executive director and approved by the director of
the office of emergency management, expenses incurred in meeting contingencies and
emergencies arising from search and rescue operations may be reimbursed from the disaster
emergency fund.
13-21-115.5 - Volunteer service act - immunity - exception for operation of motor vehicles.
(1) This section shall be known and may be cited as the "Volunteer Service Act".
(2) The general assembly finds and declares that:
(a) The willingness of volunteers to offer their services has been increasingly deterred by
a
perception that they put personal assets at risk in the event of tort actions seeking damages
arising from their activities as volunteers;
(c) "Volunteer" means a person performing services for a nonprofit organization, a nonprofit
corporation,
(4) (a) Any volunteer shall be immune from civil liability in any action on the basis of any act or
omission of a volunteer resulting in damage or injury if:
(I) The volunteer was acting in good faith and within the scope of such volunteer's official
functions and duties for a nonprofit organization, a nonprofit corporation, or a hospital;
24-33.5-703. Definitions
(3) "Disaster" means the occurrence or imminent threat of widespread or severe damage,
injury, or loss of life or property resulting from any natural cause or cause of human origin,
including but not limited to fire, flood, earthquake, wind, storm, wave action, hazardous
substance incident, oil spill or other water contamination requiring emergency action to avert
danger or damage, volcanic activity, epidemic, air pollution, blight, drought, infestation,
explosion, civil disturbance, hostile military or paramilitary action, or a condition of riot,
insurrection, or invasion existing in the state or in any county, city, town, or district in the state.
(8) "Search and rescue" means the employment, coordination, and utilization of available
resources and personnel in locating, relieving distress and preserving life of, and removing
survivors from the site of a disaster, emergency, or hazard to a place of safety in case of lost,
stranded, entrapped, or injured persons.

42-4-238 Blue and Red lights Illegal use
(1) A person shall not be in actual physical control of a vehicle, except an authorized
emergency vehicle as defined in section 42-1-102 (6), that the person knows contains a
lamp or device that is designed to display, or that is capable of displaying if affixed or
attached to the vehicle, a red or blue light visible directly in front of the center of the
vehicle.
(2) It shall be an affirmative defense that the defendant was:(a) A peace officer as described
in section 16-2.5-101C.R.S.
(b) In actual physical control of a vehicle expressly authorized by a chief of police or sheriff
to contain a lamp or device that is designed to display, or that is capable of displaying if affixed
or attached to the vehicle, a red or blue light visible from directly in front of the center of the
vehicle; or
(c) A member of a volunteer fire department or a volunteer ambulance service who possesses a
permit from the fire chief of the fire department or chief executive officer of the ambulance
service through which the volunteer serves to operate a vehicle pursuant to section 42-4-222 (1)
(b); or
(d) A vendor who exhibits, sells, or offers for sale a lamp or device designed to display, or that is
capable of displaying, if affixed or attached to the vehicle, a red or blue light; or
e) A collector of fire engines, fire suppression vehicles, or ambulances and the vehicle to which
the red or blue lamps were affixed is valued for the vehicle's historical interest or as a
collector's item.
(3) A violation of this section is a class 1 misdemeanor.
Required Gear
There are several things that fall into this category.
Uniforms: (see section below)
Our Property Master is the one you need to get with soon is your uniform. For your first year
(probationary period) will get a T-Shirt. After your probation time is over get with the Property
Master to order your Class C uniform. The county provides the Class Cs for us. You are
responsible for your Class A uniform, if you wish to have one.
Class A – Dress uniform (Dress navy blue long sleeve shirt, navy blue dress pants.
Class B – T-Shirt (Either navy blue (Raid) t-shirt or the lime green t-shirt)
Class C – Tactical uniform (5.11 Green shirt long and short sleeve, Navy blue cargo pants)
Black Boots are always worn in the field. No tennis shoes, flip flops will be worn when in
uniform. As to Steele toe boots, that is your call. It is preferred that you have them, but if you’re
working around any hot areas (i.e. forest fires, etc.) it is not advisable due to the heat.
All search and rescue teams use hardhats (i.e. Petzl rock climbing type helmet) and we do as
well. Either red for orange is the color we prefer, but if you already have a helmet, get with the
Property Master to have it cleared before you use it in the field. In most cases there should not
be a problem unless there are markings on the helmet that is in question. We do have some
loaners for those who do not have any and need to be turned back in at the end of the mission.
Communications:
We use VHF radios and Rampart is also on the state DTR 800 radio system. We use VHF
mostly with our team for internal coordination and dispatch. We NO DO NOT use HAM radios;
therefore, you do not need a personal FCC license. We operate on VHF Public Safety
frequencies 150MHz – 174Mhz and all radios MUST be FCC part 90 certified to operate in the

commercial / Public Safety frequencies. All our radios must have a bandwidth of 12.5k. Our
radio officer maintains our FCC licenses and can help you on any radio question you may have.
We have several frequencies licensed to Rampart for our use; HF, Low Band, VHF, UHF,
800Mhz. However, we do not use them all the time, but if a special situation comes up, we are
covered. Our main dispatch channel is Squaw mountain (155.5725) and covers the metro area
very well. It can go as far as Limon to the east, Colo Spgs to the south and has been known to
key off on I-80 in Wyoming.
There is two type of thoughts about a hand-held radio (portable) vs a mobile (in vehicle) radios
you should buy. When in the field a handheld is needed, but when driving to a scene it’s good to
hear what is going on and if things change, a stand-down is issued, etc. it’s good to know when
enroute. So, when getting your first radio, it’s your call of either a portable or mobile, ideally you
should have both. These radios are not cheap, so get with the Radio Officer to help you in
finding a good, cheap, reliable radio. As to cost; they run around $100 - $150 for either type is
typical.
HAM radios are not authorized by the FCC to operate in the commercial frequencies, nor are
they FCC Part 90 certified. eBay and other outlets have $59.oo new in the box VHF and will
work in the 150-174 MHz frequencies. But when looking at them in detail, you will find they are
not certified, came from China and may not do 12.5k and if they do, they still may not be FCC
certified. Again, check with the Radio Officer before you spend your hard-earned cash.

If you are on a special team (i.e. Mission Coordinator, 4x4 and K9) that requires 800Mhz radio,
we will try and provide you one “if” funds are available. Our Property Master will issue you one
and will need to be returned when you leave the team. However, you may purchase your own
after your probationary time is up, plus show you are attending 80% of all; call outs, meetings
and trainings to be eligible. You first must attend the 2-way radio class before use of any
800Mhz radios. This is a State of Colorado requirement that must be met for each user. As to
cost; around $150 - $300 for either type is typical.
We also have a few VHF portable radio loaners, for those who do not have any during the
mission and need to be turned back in at the end of the mission.
Note: All Adams County Sheriff’s Office Vehicles (not portables) have VHF radios and can pop
up on our Squaw Repeater channel. So just be advised.
Our 800MHz radios are used as communicating to those agencies we’re working with on a
mission. That is why our 4x4 and K9 teams have the state DTR 800Mhz radios.

General Team Information
Terminology:

In the search and rescue biz there are several terms we use that can be helpful you know and
use fluently.
Mission Coordinator – The person that oversees the mission.
Mission – The event we are on
Stand-By – Get ready for a possible Mission
Stand Down – Mission ended or was called off
Hot Wash – A debrief normally happens right after a mission or event

Cold Wash – A debrief that take place sometime after a mission or event
Marked Vehicle – Vehicle with insignias, lights or both on a vehicle
Command Post – Location were you need to check in and all briefings will take place
Squaw Repeater – The VHF channel your radios needs to be on

Our Coverage Area:

By state statue the Sheriff is the one that is responsible for all search and rescue activity with in
his/her county. Therefore, we cannot go into any county unless we are invited. Rampart Search
and Rescue is the search and rescue team for Adams County and Adams is our home county,
they get priority over any other county or event. We have a liaison between Rampart and the
Sheriff’s Office. That person is on the Board of Directors and is the one that handles our
background checks and any issues that come up between the Sheriff’s Office and us.
We can get calls from: ADCOM 911, Outside Dispatch Centers, Law Enforcement in the field,
Sheriff’s Office liaison (Adam 12), OEM, or the state. When we’re called out by other then the
Sheriff’s Office, we need to advise the Sheriff’s Office shift supervisor (Adam 20) we’re out on a
mission. That way Adams 20 will make an entry in the his/her daily log that we were called out.
(More as to why at the new members class)

Call outs:

We have several levels of call outs
Level III – Monitoring (Mission Coordinators are monitoring media feeds)
Level II – Stand-by (We have been advised of a possible mission, time to get your gear ready)
Level I – Call Out (Everyone needs to roll)
We’re on 24/7 stand-by and a call out can happen anytime day or night. In fact, we have been
called out twice in one night. Once by the Sheriff’s Office and then later by Thornton PD.
Nighttime calls do happen, so having your text alert by R1 alert tone different than others would
be good, so you can be waking up if one comes out (if your phone will allow that). If its late at
night, do not be surprised if someone calls you.
When responding to a call out and it’s a text, please check to see if it’s the group text. If so, do
not respond to it… if you do, everyone will get your text. The group texting is a good way to get
the word out to everyone as a “All Call”. Plus, we can send out pics of the missing person to
everyone responding.
When responding to a call out, “check in” on the Squaw dispatch VHF channel. That way the
Mission Coordinator will know you are responding. They will advise if a stand-down accurse and
keep you updated while responding. Most of the time, the first on scene will advise of a
description of the missing party and you can start looking as you get closer to the Command
Post. (Therefore, a vehicle radio comes in handy.)
Most requests for our service are for a K9, so those folks need to be on a more heighten alert
for a call out. But that does not mean no one else needs to roll. Many times, Law Enforcement
request a K9 and the entire team shows up, Law Enforcement Officers are very impressed of
our response. Bottom line – more eyes in the field, better chances of finding the missing
person. There are times a request for our services would not require a K9. In that case the K9
can stay home.

Parades:

We are involved in several parades throughout year. We try and showcase our outstanding
vehicles, K9s, 4x4s and bike team. We are sometimes limited to the number of vehicles by the

parade officials. We also have walkers (Rescuers) that walk alongside of our vehicles in the
parade. For the most part we can NOT through candy from the vehicles but can be hand candy
to those along the parade route by handing it to them. We also have a few parades that have
special themes and we need to try to stay inside those requirements.

Safety Fairs:

We are involved in several Safety Fairs through the year and they have pop up with very short
notice. Its like we’re an after thought of the event organizers. We will try and be involved, but it
can overwhelm us and ever double book us for some events. In these cases, we will have our
top shelf vehicles, Squad 51 and a table or two of our rescue items for display. We have a
device that can help teach kids on how to dial 911. Having our K9s there is always a big draw to
our booth and long with Squad 51. Not everyone needs t be at each Fair, but several are
needed to help setup, take down and answer questions as they come up during the event.

County Fair:

We do two County Fair type events
First is the Stars and Stripes Festival at the County Fairgrounds the day before July4th. We are
on stand-by for lost/missing children during the daylong event and the fireworks that evening.
Second the County Fair that normally runs the first week of August. It runs from Wednesday to
Sunday. We are there from open to close every day. Our job or mission; is be available for
missing persons, help in any mass evacuations, weather spotting and handle any lost articles
that come.
We maintain radio contact with the Command Post and relay any missing person to the Fair
officials and keep them updated. Additionally It is not uncommon to get a Fair radio each day to
contact the Fair officials.

TAX:

Rampart Search and Rescue, Inc. received a ruling from the IRS on July 5th, 2000 making
RSAR exempt from Federal Income Tax as an organization described in section 501(c)(3).
Rampart Search and Rescue, Inc. received on August 14th, 2000 a certificate of exemption from
Colorado state sales/use tax.
When on a mission keep all receipts like gas, food, lodging, etc. If the mission turns into a
reimbursement mission, those receipts will be needed. This also helps in the county to know
how much this incident cost.
At the end of every year you need to advise the treasurer of all RSAR related cost you incurred
even though you are not claiming on your end of year IRS tax return. RSAR needs to capture
members expenses for its Tax return.

Insurance:

Rampart Search and Rescue, Inc. when called out by Adams County or any agency in that
county, Adams County Insurance covers the mission. Currently we have no insurance in place
with Morgan/Lincoln counties, thus workman comp in mutual aid (mode), then VFIS.
Rampart Search and Rescue, Inc. we also have general certificate of liability insurance that
covers all activities by VFIS of Colorado. This also covers limited Automobile Liability, Sickness
and Accident to the member. Cost is approximately $2,500 a year.

Adams County OEM and East I-70 Corridor:

Rampart Search and Rescue can be used for resource requests for, but not limited to: traffic
control, road closures, on scene safety, monitoring stream - bridge flooding, above ground air
searches as well as main stream search and rescue requests such as; lost or overdue persons,
building search, wide area search, urban search, human remains search/detection, wilderness
search, rural search, light/heavy disaster search, river search, locating down aircraft, searching
for stranded individuals, education of the public.
In addition, we provide; damage assessment assistance (tours) along with live on scene Intel for
Tornado Warnings in and into Adams County and for other sever weather related issues.
I-70 Mass Care Shelter Plan – RSAR is responsible for:
1. Checking along East I-70 for stranded motorists from the East I-70 closure location to
Limon, CO;
2. If stranded motorists are found, taking those individuals to the closest open shelter;
3. Setup communications and dispatch/command at the appropriate EOC once shelters are in
place, if needed;
4. Work closely with Offices of Emergency Management, County Sheriff’s Offices, Local Law
Enforcement, and Local Fire Districts with any special needs they require, along with
reporting any changes in road and weather conditions; and,
5. Providing transportation assistance for shelter volunteers and transportation assistance for
shelter food and supplies.

Communicating with the Media:

It has been the policy of RSAR members to not communicate with the news media during field
operations. Refer all questions to the Command Post, Public Relations Officer, Sheriff’s Office
PIO or the senior RSAR Team Leader. However, if cleared by law enforcement; news media my
tag along getting file footage, provided they do not interfere with search operations.

Safety:

Personal and team safety is the highest priority in all phases of search and rescue operations.
Any member uncomfortable with a duty or situation due to safety concerns should relay the
circumstances via the appropriate chain of command. (The default is the Safety Officer, Squad
Leader or the Team Leader)

Providing Medical Care in the Field:

Team members are expected to perform (1) to their level of training and (2) within the limits of
the relevant laws and regulations when providing medical care while on SAR operations.

Personal Preparation:

It is the responsibility of the RSAR individual team member to be appropriately prepared for
SAR operations. Any unprepared member may be required to end their participation in field
operations, and possibly depart the scene.
Attitude:
Members on a call represent RSAR, as representatives they are always expected to behave
professionally. Any behavior counterproductive to the team's efforts and or function within the
ICS will not be tolerated. Unessential comment critiques and dissent have no place during field

operations, and they should be reserved until such operations have ended. Strict adherence to
the chain of command is necessary in the field.

RSAR Dealing with other Agencies:

In the day to day working with other agencies, RSAR tries to be open minded and help other
agencies whenever possible, there can be times when theses other agencies do not want our
help. We (RSAR) must respect their wishes and go about our way. Here are some guidelines on
dealing with other agencies.

Agencies:

RSAR as a group shall NOT be-little any other Public Safety Agency regardless of the actions of
that agency or its member.

Disagreement with Another Agency:

The RSAR member will not ARGUE with another member of ANY agency. If there is a reason
that you feel the other agency is doing something wrong, then bring it up to a Mission
Coordinator as soon as possible.

Dismissal:

Any RSAR Officer can dismiss someone from the field at any time without discussion, and that
person must be prepared to leave as ordered. This is only done when necessary to protect the
group and maintain the safety of its members. It is a condition of membership that members
understand and accept this situation.

Side Actions:

There are times you may come across something while enroot to, or from a mission, or on a trip
to the store, etc. CR needs to be pulled and logged, contact R1 and advise what you did and
how long you were involved.

Accidents:

Witnessed or not witnessed - RSAR member should stop and check on any injuries and report
your findings to the agency covering the jurisdiction of the accident. If the vehicle is in traffic
than a protect mode shall be started until the RSAR member has been released by law
enforcement.

Traﬃc Hazard:

Either it be a stalled vehicle or some type of debrief. You may engage to remove such item(s)
out of the traffic, so that you and the general public will not be harmed in doing so.

Roadside assistance:

RSAR is not the AAA… if a vehicle is in the roadway or traffic hazard, then the RSAR member
is free to engage. If not; it is not the policy of RSAR members to engage.

Team Security:

DO NOT allow anyone access to your ID Badge.
• Always Keep your vehicle locked while in the field
• No Smoking in “NO SMOKING” Areas.
• Keep unauthorized personnel from using 2-way Radio Frequencies
• While on RSAR business use of alcohol is not permitted. That also includes stand-by status.

• Firearms are not allowed in the field for safety reasons.
• Confidential Information; any information overheard or given to a rescuer concerning events
within the group or mission is CONFIDENTAL and shall not be discussed with or transmitted
in public, or to anyone outside the group, or function of the emergency or activity. Remember:
2-way radios are not private.

Questionable Death:

• Protect the crime scene. No one should be allowed to enter the scene until Law Enforcement
arrives on scene.
• The First person to arrive should be careful not to disturb shoe prints, tire tracks, shell casings
and any other items possibly used in the death.
• Remember in many cases the success or failure of the questionable death investigation
depends on the actions of the first person(s) on the scene.

Member Liability:

• No member shall give preferential treatment to any other person.
• No member shall give the appearance of losing complete Independence or impartiality.
• Affecting adversely the confidence of the general public in the integrity of the group.
• Any cost encountered, which is not specifically itemized in a bid, shall not be incurred unless
specifically agreed upon, in writing by the board.
• No Fraternizing with any other member or member of another agency while on RSAR
business.
• No member will carry a firearm unless that member is a sworn peace officer.
• No member will conduct search and rescue activity on any frequency unless authorized to do
so.
• No member will use any type or form of intoxicant (alcohol or drugs) while on duty or rescue
mission. Also, in the case of a RSAR party where alcohol is president no less than 50% of
total membership will NOT partake. (This is in case of a call out.)
• No member will conduct search and rescue activity in any county unless authorized to do so
by that County Sheriff’s Department.

Social Media:

Now that you’re a member, you need to watch what you post on Social Media. Not only the
Sheriff’s office is monitoring what you post, but the public, schools, other SAR teams and it has
been know that news media is also watching. So, make sure your post is clean and “G” rated.
We’re not saying you can not post anything, but it has been known (only once so far) that the
Sheriff’s Office has called RSAR asking that a member’s post be removed. You do not want to
be on their list or to be that person.

Training:
Every member is expected to attend all trainings. The exception is when said member is
working or has prier obligations. Said member needs to advise the board of such obligation.

New members are required to attend all new members classes
• Red Book – New Members Orientation
• Basic Public Safety 2-Way Radio
• 800Mhz Radio usage (State of Colo CCNC Requirement)
• Basic search and rescue (USAR)
• Urban Search Management
The above classes are classroom format with a Power Point slide deck. The slide deck(s) are
available in the members area of our website. Training material is be used as reference only.
Attendance in class is required to be signed off on the training.
Normally classroom training is held at the Sub-Station 4201 East 72nd at 09:00 on the second
floor. There are times training will be held at another location and possible time change, so
attending meets would be in your best interest. However, every possible advance notice will be
sent out via group email.
It is expected that all members take a refresher class no less then every 2 years, to say up to
date on the latest info for the subject. For example; Flight for Life (F4L) lift ticket training needs
to be renewed every year for their training and a yearly training card issued.

Meetings:
Monthly Business Meetings (Team Meetings) are held at the Sub-Station 4201 East 72nd Ave at
17:00 on the third Wednesday of the month on the second floor. However, there are times this
location my change so attending monthly meetings would be in your best interest. However,
every possible advance notice will be sent out via group email.
County IDs:
Adams County Sheriff’s Office ID will be issued when you start on the team. The card expires at
the end of the current Shariff’s term. You will need to get a copy of the current New Hire form
and go to the Sheriff’s Office Headquarters to have your ID photo taken, Your New Hire form
should be in hand and given to the HR person when getting your ID. Date and times very so ask
when would be a good time to get your ID when you get your New Hire form.

STEPS TO MEMBERSHIP
Rampart Search and Rescue team (RSAR ) Membership follows a series of steps over a
minimum 12-month process that leads from Applicant to Full Member. Additional time may be
taken or required under certain circumstances. Included with this membership packet of
information is a checklist. It is each individual member’s responsibility to see that each step of
the checklist is completed and signed off by a trainer of the organization.

Applicant
To begin the membership process, interested parties must:
1. Attend a regular monthly business and training meeting and contact the New Member
Coordinator.
2. Complete an application form found on our website.
3. Turn in the completed with the application fee.

A. Should the application be declined, the application fee will NOT be refunded and
considered a donation to the organization.
4. Interview with the team at a regular team meeting.
After satisfactory completion of an interview with the team, interested persons will be referred to
as “Applicant.”
Applicants must:
1. Discuss the steps to becoming a member with the New Member Coordinator. The
orientation explains the process for achieving success in the new member program and an
opportunity for the applicant to get answers.
2. Attend all monthly meetings.
3. Attend all regular member classroom training.
4. Complete Blood Borne Pathogens training which is available on-line at: http://www.usg.edu/
facilities/training/pathogens/index.phtml
5. Acquire minimum required equipment (water system, pack and boots). SAR TECH II
equipment list is a good reference tool. http://www.nasar.org/nasar/downloads/
NASAR_SARTECHTM_II_MINIMUM_PERSONAL_EQUIPMENT_LIST_11_2004.pdf
6. Pass state background check.
7. Provide copies of records of all prior training and experience in SAR-related activities and
submit them to the New Member Coordinator for review and filing.
8. Completion of these steps will lead to the assigning of a “Radio #” identification.
Applicants may not:
• Purchase, wear or display any RSAR patches or represent themselves as members of RSAR.
• Go into the field on behalf of RSAR or participate in any actual missions without the expressed
permission of the RSAR board.

Candidate
After completion of the above requirements and a satisfactory progress review by the officers,
the “Applicant” is promoted to “Candidate” level.
Candidates must:
1. Attend all RSAR monthly meetings.
2. Attend all regular member classroom training.
3. Participate in supervised RSAR team field training.
4. Complete training in the Incident Command System ICS100, 200, and 700. http://
www.fema.gov/emergency/nims/ Note: It is the Candidate’s responsibility to coordinate with
the New Member Coordinator alternate make up times for any and all absences.
5. Complete the requirements of the Training Goals for RSAR Mission-Ready Candidates
(MRC). (The requirements are determined by RSAR officers and monitored by the New
Member Coordinator).
6. Satisfactorily complete team-conducted tests, and demonstrate certain field skills and
equipment ownership listed in the RSAR Training Goals for Mission Ready Candidates.
7. Obtain an alert device like a mobile phone should you not have one.
8. Be issued County Identification.
9. If applying for Mission Ready Candidate in the field (ground search) be able to perform one
of the 3 physical fitness tests.
• If Candidate is disabled or providing administrative support roles this is waived.
Candidates may not:
• Attend missions without clearance by the Board or Director.
• Wear class B uniform.

Mission Ready Candidate
Satisfactory completion of above and recommendation from the officers will result in promotion
of a candidate to “Mission Ready/Active” status.
Mission-Ready parties must:
1. Attend all RSAR monthly meetings.
2. Attend all regular member classroom training.
3. Respond to missions, but will perform only under RSAR team supervision in the field.
4. Complete CPR/AED training classes. These are given by a variety of outside emergency
services organizations. Proof of completion (photocopy of certification card) must be
provided for sign-off.
5. Complete NASAR SARTECHIII or equivalent training. The certification test is available online (in which case the candidate must print out proof of completion of the on-line course).
www.NASAR.org or receive comparable training and sign off from the team.
6. Complete the new member evaluation period. Some candidates may not be able to
complete all the candidate requirements during the minimum evaluation period for a variety
of reasons. Extensions of the evaluation period may be requested by the candidate or
suggested or directed by RSAR officials, but must be for a reasonable and finite period.

Full Member
The team makes final decision on whether and when a MRC has satisfactorily completed the
one-year probationary period and is promoted to full member. With the completion of the new
member program and promotion to full member status, members will take on certain
responsibilities and enjoy certain privileges.
Full members must:
1. Maintain their SAR equipment and supplies in a “Mission-Ready” state.
2. Respond to missions and other assigned RSAR tasks to the maximum extent possible.
3. Purchase, wear and display RSAR insignia on their uniform attire.
4. Use an assigned “Radio #” number in radio traffic and other administrative purposes.
5. Continue additional training and team participation as required.

TRAINING GOALS FOR RSAR MISSION READY/
ACTIVE CANDIDATES
Definition:
An RSAR Mission Ready Candidate (MRC) is an individual in the New Member Program that
performs as an assisting member of a search and rescue team during a land search operation.
Qualifications:
• A MRC recognizes the need for further training to acquire the knowledge, performance skills,
and experience necessary to enhance their participation in land search operations.
• The need for teamwork and member compatibility is essential.
• A MRC will only participate in a mission assignment while under the direct supervision of a
higher trained RSAR full member. They will not be placed subordinate to non-RSAR
• personnel during inter-agency missions.

• To participate in field activities during a mission, a MRC must have acquired the following
minimal knowledge, skills, personal equipment and training.

Knowledge and Performance Skills

• Be able to define the supporting role and limitations of the MRC in the search operation.
• Be able to define “Search,” “Rescue,” & “LAST” and search crew member responsibilities.
• Be familiar with clue consciousness and be able to follow established procedures when a clue
is located.
• Be able to define the probability of detection (POD) and its importance.
• Be aware of the effects of personal hydration management or neglect, insect or animal bites,
heat and cold injuries, or weather extremes.
• Be aware of the STOP program for personal survival.
• Be physically capable of performing search and rescue tasks and know their knowledge, skill,
and condition limits.
• Be aware of and have completed the requirements for NASAR SARTECH III.
• Be aware of the system, terms and concepts of the Incident Command System
(ICS-100,200,700).
• Be aware of the current RSAR officers, RSAR mission response procedures, and the names
and uses of the major RSAR team equipment items.

Minimum Skill Set for RSAR Members
Following are the areas in which all participants will be regularly tested for proficiency. Each
member has the individual responsibility of learning these skills under the guidance of an
assigned officer, and should seek out assistance as required.
1. The SAR Directive: Explain the acronym, L.A.S.T. (Locate, Access, Stabilize, Transport)
2.

Incident Command System (ICS): all members must be able to explain the role of the
following ICS functions and roles
1. Incident Commander
1. Information Officer
2. Safety Officer
3. Liaison Officer
2. Operations Section Chief
3. Planning Section Chief
4. Logistics Section Chief
5. Finance/Administration Section Chief

3.

Probability of Area (POA) and Probability of Detection (POD): all members must be
able to explain these terms in plain English
Search Types: all members must be able to explain the nature and function of Type I,
Type II and Type III searches.

4.
5.

Map & Compass: following are the basic skills for all members
1. Explain the difference between magnetic and true north
2. Explain declination in plain English
3. Given a topographical map, compass and 3 points on the map, determine the
distance and heading from point 1 to 2, 2 to 3 and 3 to 1. Heading is to be in true
north so the proper use of declination is demonstrated
4. Explain the acronym, S.T.O.P., and why it is important in personal safety

6.

Knots: all members must be able to tie the following seven knots, some of which are
used primarily by rope teams but would be useful if assisting rope rescue teams.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

7.

Overhand
Figure Eight
Figure Eight on a bight
Single Bowline
Double Half-hitch
Clove Hitch on a carabiner
Prusik

Clue Awareness:
1.
2.
3.

Explain the term “sign”
Explain the term “track trap” in plain English
Explain how to handle a possible clue such as a clothing article

8.

First Aid: following are the basic skills for all members
1. Current CPR certificate
2. Explain how to identify and treat shock
3. Explain how to treat a bleeding wound
4. Explain how to treat a puncture wound where the puncturing object (e.g. steel
rod) is still in the patient
5. Explain how to treat a suspected or confirmed fracture
6. Explain how to identify and treat hypothermia
7. Explain how to identify and treat hyperthermia
8. Explain how to treat an allergic reaction such as a bee sting
9. Explain how to treat a snake bite

9.

GPS Unit: an optional piece of gear, members who have a GPS unit must be able to
demonstrate the following basic skills on their type of unit
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Demonstrate how to set the GPS datum setting
Demonstrate how to set the distance units (i.e. English versus metric)
Show your current position in UTM
Set a given go-to point in UTM
Show the distance and bearing to the go-to point

10. Radio: members who have a radio must be able to demonstrate the following
basic skills on the unit.
Explain the communication process between the CP and a field unit; specifically:
•
11. The term “clear talk” or “simple language”
12. How to refer to the CP
13. Who is named first during transmissions, CP or field unit
14. The correct request if a received transmission is garbled
15. The term and use of “over”
16. The term and use of “out”
Set the operating frequency
•

Minimum Equipment Requirements for SAR in
urban environment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sturdy hiking boots with appropriate wool or synthetic socks
Work gloves
2 quarts of water
Snacks and high energy food
Reliable light source, preferably a headlamp with extra bulb and spare batteries
Backup light source, such as a penlight type flashlight
Personal first aid kit
Appropriate clothing for weather.
Means of communication (radio or partner with radio)

Minimum Equipment Requirements for SAR in
the wilderness (not urban)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sturdy hiking boots with appropriate wool or synthetic socks
Long sleeve polypropylene type long underwear top
Mid weight fleece jacket and/or wool sweater
Raincoat--light enough to be stowed in a backpack
Rain pants
Wool or fleece winter type hat
Wool or fleece gloves
Leather work gloves for litter carries
Nylon or polyester hiking pants
Backpack. 2,500 cubic inch minimum size
2 quarts of water
Reliable light source, preferably a headlamp with extra bulb and spare batteries
Backup light source, such as a penlight type flashlight
Plenty of snacks and high energy trail food
Personal first aid kit
Maps and a compass or GPS
Means of communication (radio or partner with radio)
Rescue kit with an assortment of items such as: matches, space blanket, nylon straps,
parachute cord, whistle, etc. . .

While far from comprehensive, this list will promote accountability and reliability from search and
rescue volunteers. It is also appropriate for search and rescue volunteers to be responding with
clothing that is not cotton, even in summer months. Cotton garments are quite uncomfortable
when wet, dry very slowly and are conducive to hypothermia.

General Member Gear List

Clothing appropriate to season and weather conditions should include:
• Rainproof outer garment. Jacket and pants.
• Appropriate boots for both fair and foul weather and difficult terrain,
• Hi-Viz Yellow fabric outer garment (or vest),
• Helmet with chinstrap.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eye protection,
Long sleeve shirt and long pants,
Gloves/mittens and hat,
Spare socks and underwear.
Pack (with waistband and frame support) of sufficient size to carry required and optional items.
Drinking water, 2 liters (minimum).
Food for 24 hours (temperature-extremes tolerant snack and survival items such as candy,
nuts, GORP, freeze-dried, or Meals Ready to Eat (MRE).
Headlamp and separate flashlight with spare batteries and bulbs.
Candle and waterproof fire lighting equipment such as lighter/matches.
Trash bags, 2 large, heavy-duty plastic.
Knife
Whistle on neck lanyard
Good quality compass
Leather (or leather palm) work gloves and medical gloves.
Pocket notebook and pencil
Utility cord (parachute or equivalent)
Roll of high-visibility flagging tape and permanent marker
Personal First Aid kit and personal prescription items
Space blanket
Signal mirror
Safety glasses
Wilderness Medical Guide and Lipke Guide.
Optional items such as personal map inventory, toilet tissue, lip balm, insect repellent, duct/
electrical tape, personal health/sanitary items, sunglasses, cell phone, GPS.

NASAR SARTECH II MINIMUM
PERSONAL EQUIPMENT LIST

The following equipment is commonly
compiled to form what is referred to as a "24hour ready pack". Such a pack holds those
items that will assist the holder in functioning
safely, effectively, and efficiently during a
SAR incident. Some items may be carried on
a belt, in pockets, or strapped to the person.
This is the minimum equipment is
recommended to be carried on all missions in
non-urban or wilderness areas. Your local
equipment requirements may vary. Consult a
physician for recommendations about
analgesics and other drugs that you may
carry in the SAR pack.
Personal First Aid and Survival Kit
1 - Plastic bag, zip lock, qt. size, for kit
4 - Acetaminophen or aspirin tablets
4 - Antacid tablets
2 - Antiseptic cleansing pads
1 - Antiseptic ointment
6 - Band aids, various sizes
1 - Candle, long burning
2 - Cotton swabs, non sterile

1 - Duct tape, 5-10 ft.
1 - Leaf bag, large
8 - Matches in a waterproof container
1 - Moleskin
1 - Razor blade, single edge safety type
1 - Roller gauze bandage
2 - Safety pins, large
1 - Splinter forceps, tweezers
1- Space type blanket or space type sleeping
bag
1- Towelette, clean
1- Whistle
Personal SAR Equipment
1 - Pack, 3800 cubic inch (minimum)
4 - Bags, various sizes, zip locked
1 - Bandanna, handkerchief
1 - Cap or other headgear
2 - Carabiners, locking gate
1 - Clothes bag, waterproof
1 - Clothing, adequate for climate
1 - Clothing, extra set, suitable for climate
1 - Compass, orienteering
1 - Flagging tape, roll
1 - Flashlight or lantern
1 - Flashlight extra, extra batteries and bulb
1 - Footwear, sturdy, adequate for climate

1 - Gloves, durable, even in summer
1 - Goggles, or eye protection, clear
1 - Insect repellent
1 - Knife, multi-purpose
1 - Lip balm, with sunscreen
1 - Measuring device, 18 in. minimum
2 - Antihistamine, 25mg Benadryl
2 - Extra leaf bags
1 - Extra water container
1 - Foam pad
2 - Food, nonperishable
1 - Gaiters
1 - Rain cover, pack
1 - Metal cup or pot
1 - Mirror, small
1 - Nylon twine or small rope, 50 feet
1 - Pad and pencil
2 - Prusik cords (6mm – 8mm; 6 ft. length)
1 - Rainwear, durable
1 - SAR personal identification
1 - Shelter Material, 8x10 plastic or coated
nylon
1 - Scissors, multi-purpose
1 - Socks, extra pair
1 - Sunscreen lotion
1 - Tissue paper or baby wipes
(recommended)
1 - Tracking stick, 42" long
1 - Watch
2 - Water containers, at least liter size
1 - Webbing, 1” tubular - length suitable for
harness
1 - Wire, 5-10 ft., woven steel
8 - Wire ties, plastic, self locking
1 - Water purification tabs
1 - Sterno or stove

1 - Sun glasses, 97% UV protection
1 - Trail snacks
First Aid Kits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kit Design – Personal vs. Expedition
Group size
Your role - Medical Qualifications
Within Your Group
Trip Length
Type of Trip – Location, Remoteness
Medical Screening
Build or Purchase

Gloves, Dressings, Blister Kit, Band-Aids,
Tape, Vet Wrap, Povidone Iodine, 60cc
Syringe, Wound Cleansing Kit, Trauma
scissors, Insect Repellent ,Sun block, Soap
Note-Pencil, Whistle, Extra Batteries, Field
Guide, Diaper Pins, Zip Ties, Crevats.
Modular Kits Perform Best!
• Personal Kit
• Daily use Kit
• Expedition Kit “Materials can be sealed –
shrink wrapped to keep from the elements,
maintain inventory”
• Medications Kit
Nonprescription
Acetaminophen / Aspirin / Ibuprofen /
Diphenhydramine / Benadryl / Colace /
Imodium AD / Pepto-Bismol / Antacid tablets
(Tums)

Basic Map and Compass Skills

RSAR members are expected to acquire good map and compass skills. Members are
encouraged to obtain a Global Positioning System (GPS) unit, but GPS units are of little value if
basic navigation is not well understood. A great book to read is “Be Expert with Map and
Compass” available via amazon.com
Maps
Members should acquire topographical maps of the areas that are typically searched by RSAR ,
these maps include:
Maps are available at local outdoor stores and via www.usgs.gov
•
Compass

ORIENTEERING (top left) or SIGHTING (top right). New members are urged to seek out current
members about the features and benefits of compasses in team use.
Regardless the type of compass selected, key features include:
• Fluid-filled housing which dampens the motion of the needle
• Red arrow pointing along the long axis
• Set of lines parallel to the red arrow, marked on the floor of the rotating compass housing
• Rotating compass housing marked in 360 degrees at 2 degree increments
• Compass needle that is painted in two colors, typically a red end that points to north, and a
white end to south.
• Additional features may include a lanyard for securing the compass to the wrist or shirt button,
scale bars for measuring map distances along one or more edges of the baseplate, a
magnifying glass for reading fine map detail, and templates of a circle and triangle for marking
locations on the map.

Global Positioning System (GPS)
A wide choice of GPS devices is available with various features and associated costs. For
example, a basic unit (Garmin eTrex) may be obtained for about $100, while an advanced unit
may cost over $250. Basic units may not offer features such as map download and display, but
all units will provide sufficient location accuracy for SAR purposes, and the basic units are often
easier to operate. Regardless of the type of
GPS unit selected, key features should include:
• Rugged and water-proof
• Compact size
• Good battery life
• Waypoint and track memory
• “Go To” mode with distance and bearing notation
• PC interface for software upgrades and data transfer to mapping programs
Note: many inexpensive units offer these basic features,
but some small units do not include PC interface
capabilities. This should be a feature you look for when considering a unit.

Radio Basics
VHF radios are an important component for SAR activities. Radios are one of the more
expensive gear items and will only be used by members who are mission ready. The following
protocols for radio use are observed:
• Clear talk, simply saying what is meant, is used to promote clear communication. So-called
10-codes are not used by RSAR .
• Field teams are referred to by task number, not team number; e.g., “Task Six”
• The recipient is named first; e.g., if Task Five is calling Rescue 7, the radio operator would
say: “Rescue 7, this is Task Five.”
• If a portion of a transmission is missed, ask the transmitting party to “Say again” or “Say again
all after <<the last understood part of the transmission>>.”
• In the presence of radio static, the NATO Phonetic alphabet is used to improve clarity. Using
the table below, “RSAR ” would be spelled out as follows: “Romeo Sierra Alpha Romeo.”
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High Angle Team and Ropes
RSAR operates in a relatively flat geological area, hence the frequency of high angle rescue is
almost non existent. We do however urge our members to partake in auxiliary training. General
members are not required to participate in these teams, and membership in these teams will
require additional training, equipment and certification. For specific information, members are
urged to seek out the current Team Leader. Training occurs twice per month in Denver with
OMEGA.
Mission
To provide both high and low angle rope rescue to victims while ensuring that the techniques
and equipment used for such rescue meet basic safety standards established in the search and
rescue industry.
Equipment
Rope Team members must augment the basic SAR gear with additional rope rescue elements
such as rope, edge protectors, carabiners, harnesses and other such materials required for the
safe and effective extraction of a victim using rope rescue techniques. The costs for these
additional materials is approximately $500 during the first year and open-ended thereafter,
depending upon the rate of replacement of lost or damaged materials and the discretionary
buying of individual team members.
Training

The Rope Team Leader will provide training to interested parties and will determine if and when
individual applicants to the team successfully complete necessary training. Training includes
(but is not limited to): full understanding of rope rescue terminology and methods, correct tying
of key knots, and successful demonstration of personal and team rope skills in the field. Regular
training exercises are conducted on at least a monthly basis and in addition to the general
membership monthly training exercise.

K-9 Teams
The K9 team includes a trained handler and dog component. Both are highly effective at
deducing the outcome of lost or missing individuals. Dogs are trained in various methods of
search including, air scent dogs and cadaver dogs.
Mission
To locate individuals with the assistance of a K9 or to resolve an(or) validate the reason for a
missing person (e.g. Person has left the area via bus because K9 indicates last known position
at bus stop)
Equipment
Standard ground search personal equipment.
Hi-viz vest at night
Air tight bag for scent article
Training
Training schedule available at meetings. Contact Dave Bell for upcoming events

Unmanned Aircraft System Team

RSAR has the capability to conduct Aerial reconnaissance and mapping operations.
Mission
The mission of the UAS program is to provide strategic aerial support for Search and Rescue
teams while performing search and rescue operations. The UAS will facilitate ground search of
large areas which normally might be inaccessible to search personnel. UAS will be utilized in
high-risk situations where the operating environment is hazardous to health and safety of first
responders. These can include, but are not limited to; structure collapse, adverse terrain or
hazardous environments. The use of the unmanned aircraft system (UAS) by the Rampart
Search and Rescue (RSAR) is expected to enhance, not replace ground operations. Depending
on the situation UAS operations may be integrated with ground operations to provide the most
successful response.
The Rampart UAS program will provide support for the Adams County Sheriff’s Office. Working
with and in conjunction with the Adams County Sheriff’s Office UAS program to supplement the
strategic and tactical needs when requested.
Equipment
UAS platform
•
Binoculars
•
Laptop or method of data distribution
•
PPE (Sunglasses)
•
Blue pen and paper
•

•

Appropriate UAS forms

Training
UAS introduction
•
UAS flight operations and integration with SAR
•
Ongoing flight training (no less than 1 flight per month)
•

4x4 Team
Mission
The 4x4 team is a skilled team of drivers in off-road and hazardous conditions, able to reach
subjects where normal passage may be difficult or impossible. Provide safe transport of
personnel and gear often over difficult terrain. Trained in communications, first aid, weather
spotting, traffic safety protocols, and safe usage of recovery equipment.
Required Training/Conditions
•
•
•
•

10 Cones of Safety
Equipment inspection (RSAR FORM - RF4-002)
Team driving practical
NWS Weather Spotting

PRE-ACTIVATION:
Group members should take the following steps in anticipation of or following an alert
notification*:
• Be sure that any cell phone used as a contact number is turned on and charged. If available,
phone battery charger should be placed in vehicle.
• Notify supervisors, family members, etc., if necessary, that you may be activated. Clear your
schedule for any Operational Period you have signed up for.
• Fill your gas tank and make sure your vehicle is running well.
• Perform vehicle inspection if time allows.
• Check vehicle fluids (antifreeze, oil, windshield washer fluid).
• Load or install tire chains and tensioners (depending on conditions).
• Load snow shovel, windshield ice scraper.
• Vehicle tow strap.
• Jumper cables and/or jump-charger.
• Hi-lift jack, check for functionality, lubricate if needed.
• Load toolkit, any spare parts or tools you carry.
• Attach and check any emergency warning lights or flasher units you use.
• Check function of any specialized equipment (i.e., winch, air compressor, etc.)
• Check winch accessories: gloves, straps, remote, etc.
• Check radio equipment if installed. Check battery on handhelds.
• Check GPS/Navigation system (if carried).
• Load road maps covering Adams County & compass (if available).
*We understand that obtaining all of the listed items could be a financial hardship for volunteers.
Use your best judgment in prioritizing items or ask for assistance from senior members when
choosing equipment for your vehicle.

ACTIVATION for 4x4 TRANSPORT ASSIGNMENTS:
When the decision has been made to activate the 4x4 Group to perform special assignments
like emergency transport of personnel or supplies, you will be re-contacted for activation, just as
you are for a SAR call-out. If you are asked to activate, please report to the Incident Command
(IC) location for check-in. Usually, this is the Adams County Sheriff’s Substation located at 4201
E. 72nd Ave, in Commerce City. You may be asked to respond to another location if the
Substation is inaccessible, or if you are closest to an assignment area.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Note your beginning mileage on your vehicle odometer.
Be sure you have your Rampart SAR photo ID. – Required.
Go to the designated check-in area. At check-in, you may be given a radio and an
assignment.
Ensure you have method of contacting party assigned to and contacting the EOC/dispatch.
Take Dispatch Forms (Appendix D) & pen for tracking assignments.
Check maps, plan routes, or program the address in your GPS/Nav and proceed to your
vehicle.
Call in on your radio for a radio check before you leave the parking lot, and to inform the
dispatch that you are in service, giving your “R” number.
Proceed to your assignment. Drive cautiously; maintain a high level of awareness as
conditions may change quickly. Expect hazards like poor visibility, downed power-lines or
drifting snow.

Remember that your safety is your first priority- don’t take chances with flooded roads or
other dangerous situations.
•
•
•
•

Stay in contact as necessary, report any changes in conditions, accidents, downed powerlines, etc. to dispatch.
Close loop – Notify dispatch (or the EOC) of contact with passenger/pickup.
We don’t accept tips. It is great when passengers offer to tip us. Rather than accepting
money, let them know they can donate to Rampart on-line or send a check to Rampart’s
mailing address.
Return to the EOC when all assignments are completed.

DEACTIVATION/DEMOBILIZATION:
Following completion of your final assignment, at the end of your operational period, or if the
event has passed and the group is being deactivated, return to the IC. You may be asked to
report on your assignments, participate in an after-action discussion (often called a “hot wash”),
stay in the IC on alert for a time, or simply check out with command staff so you can go home.
Generally you may need to:
•
•
•
•
•

Check out with the person or position you checked in with.
Return radio and any other assigned equipment.
Be sure your equipment is checked in as returned by the RSAR staff.
Return Dispatch Forms including vehicle mileage.
Report any damage to your vehicle or equipment that occurred while responding.

Equipment
•
•
•

Load recommended winter survival gear in a duffle or large tub:
Road flares
First aid kit

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bottled water
Spare wool blanket or two
Energy snacks, bars
Small cook-stove and pot, soup packets (or thermos of hot coffee/cocoa)
Thick socks, hat, mittens, any additional coats, gaiters, raincoats you wish
Medications you are prescribed if any
Sunglasses for daytime (prevent snow glare, snow-blindness)
Candle, lighter, matches
Flashlight, with additional batteries (recommend at least two)
AM/FM Weather radio with good batteries (hand-crank or solar are great)
Binoculars / FLIR
Book or magazine (for down times)
Additional personal items of your choiceBicycle Team

Bike Team

The bike teams are trained to provide rapid response in urban settings. Able to quickly cover
large areas to facilitate ground search and (or) provide first aid. The bicycle is the ideal mode of
transportation where a large number of pedestrians are present and vehicular maneuverability is
limited.
Mission
To quickly cover large areas to facilitate ground search and (or) provide first aid.
Bicycle
Mountain Bike - A mountain bike is the ideal type of bicycle for generalized use. The mountain
bike should have multiple gears for varying terrain. The tires should be standard “knobby” tires
found on typical mountain bikes. Road tires should not be utilized. It is the responsibility of every
bike team member to maintain their bicycle and equipment in working order, ready for any event
and call out.
Equipment
Air Pump (means of inflation)
•
Tools
•
First aid kit
•
Spare tire tubes
•
Lights front and back
•
Bicycle bags or backpack
•
Radio
•
Navigation tools (map/gps, or knowledge of area)
•
Water-bottle / camelbak
•
Appropriate clothing for the weather/environment
•
High visibility clothing/or vest preferred
◦
Training
• Safety and handling course (IPMBA standards)
• Ability to ride in crowds
• Endurance rides
Apparel
• Shirt

•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard issue Yellow Shirt
Pants - Pants will be kneecap shorts in blue navy.
Shoes
Helmet
Gloves
Glasses

Rampart vehicles
Section 1- Rampart vehicles.
Vehicle Markings:
Now that you are a member of a Public Safety team and a first responder you might be looking
at getting your vehicle all fixed up looking the part. Before you go too bananas, lets hold off for a
short while. You first need to get permission from the RSAR’s Board of Directors before
placing anything on your vehicle outside of a radio antenna. There are several reasons for
this; Lability (team and you), vehicle insurance, and continuity.
Lability – When your vehicle is “marked” (as we call it in the Bizz) you can be obligated to stop
and check for any injuries at a vehicle accident you my pass by on your way to work. If you do
not stop you “may’ be held liable, not in a criminal case but perhaps in a civil case. (more on this
in our new members class).
Vehicle Insurance
You will need to check and see if your insurance will cover you if you are hit by another vehicle.
When working a traffic accident, following a K9 search team, blocking a road, and the list goes
on. Vehicle insurance companies may cover volunteer firefighters, you need to make sure you
have that additional coverage beforehand.
Now with this being said; one of our members found this out. Some insurance companies have
a clause; If you bundle your home and auto, and you have marking and lights on that vehicle.
You are not covered under your Homeowner’s liability umbrella. That is also something to look
at about your insurance, and “if” you are not covered. You might look at changing that bundle.
One of our members did bundle one vehicle (not used) in SAR activities. And got a commercial
policy for his pick-up truck used for RSAR. In this case the commercial policy was cheaper than
if it was for a regular family vehicle policy.
Therefore, we ask you pick a vehicle you are planning on using as your rescue vehicle. This
does not mean that is the only vehicle but is your primary vehicle.
Continuity
We need to make sure we’re all on the same page as what our vehicles looking like. Some may
have a lettering scheme that does not look right for public safety vehicles. Example, one former
member used stick on letters used on mailboxes on their truck and it looked like “trailer trash.”
That is one of many reasons we what all our members to look the part and not a haphazard
look.
We have an emergency vehicle consultant (R26) that will work with you on your vehicle as to
the looks and lighting equipment. He will not install any equipment unless authorized by the
board. Any person that is found with non-authorized equipment on their vehicle, will be subject
to dismissal from the team.

Section 2- General guidelines for the use of lights.
Lighting
Board needs to approve this same as above. The only color of lights you can use is yellow
(amber), you can mix that with white, but no other color. Now with that said, red can be used to
the rear (only) and no other color. Red to the rear is no different than a turn signal and 4-way
flashers. But per state statue; no vehicle can have red and/or blue lights facing forward (front of
the vehicle) unless they are an Emergency Vehicle.
Now this can be a bit confusing… what is an Emergency Vehicle? By state statue Red and Blue
lights on a vehicle makes it an emergency vehicle. Yellow lights are considered by the state as
a Utility Vehicle. To have Red and Blue light you need to have an EV sticker issued by the state
and signed off by Law Enforcement chief or Sheriff. In our case the Sherriff has authorized only
Mission Coordinators and team owned vehicles to have EVs. There is no reason for any of our
members to have EVs currently. If you remember, we talked about this earlier by having an EV
sticker, your insurance needs to cover you. In most cases you will need a commercial insurance
policy to cover your vehicle with a Volunteer Firefighter rider.

Use of lights is NOT an everyday occurrence regardless of color. Use if lights are when the
following accrue: Advised by LE, advised by command staff or required for the operation we’re
involved in, marking your location or advised traffic warning of hazard ahead (i.e. traffic crash,
bridge out, road closed).
Rampart emergency response vehicles including personally owned vehicles (POV) may require
auxiliary emergency lighting in various situations (outlined in section 3). This documents details
Rampart emergency light usage.
Rampart Search and rescue utilizes (2) two sets of designated vehicles which may encompass
emergency lighting and markings.
Rampart Member Vehicle - Vehicles operating (white, amber and red lights)
Member vehicles are owned and operated by individual members of the team. The use of any
lighting and markings needs to be approved by the Board Members of Rampart Search and
Rescue. These vehicles are the sole responsibility of the driver, however if any markings or
lights are added to a member vehicle, Rampart may be held responsible for the actions of the
driver. It is for this reason that the board be notified before any markings or lights are added to
the vehicle. Please use the attached forms denoting your intent.
Authorized Emergency Vehicle - Vehicles operating (Red and Blue lights, in addition to other
colors)
Authorized Emergency Vehicles as defined in the Colorado Revised Statutes, Title 42, are
emergency response vehicles authorized by the State of Colorado Motor Vehicle Department.
This certification must be renewed and be displayed on the windshield of the vehicle at all times
(EV sticker).
At Rampart only the mission coordinators should have blue and red lights. Before submitting for
a request of Authorized Emergency Vehicle, the member must notify the board of their
intentions. If approved by the board, it must then be approved by the Adams County Sheriffs
Office. Under no circumstance shall any member install red and blue emergency lights on their

vehicle unbeknown to the board of directors, doing so may lead to expulsion from the group and
police intervention. Criminal penalties may be handed out if caught by law enforcement.
•

Lights shall have sufficient intensity to be visible at 500 feet in normal sunlight.

•

One or more warning lamps mounted as high as possible, capable of displaying in all
directions one or more flashing, oscillating, or rotating yellow lights.

•

Only yellow, red and white lamps and no other color or combination of colors shall be used
as a warning lamp on Rampart member vehicles.

•

Installation of all equipment, lighting, and communications should be verified/or installed with
R26 (Mike Councell)

•

All vehicles operating Rampart / SAR markings or lights are subject to vehicle inspection for
safety and compliance.

White and amber to the front.
No red lights should be visible from the front of the vehicle

Amber lights
to the side.

Amber lights
to the side.

Amber and red to the rear.
No white lights should not be visible from the rear of the vehicle

Section 3 - When to use emergency lights.
Emergency lighting should only be used in cases when injury to person or threat to life exists to
the public, first responders, team or self.
•

Amber lights are required to operate in the I-70 corridor during snow events.

•
•
•
•
•

During weather events when visibility is poor.
When stopped or moving slowly in fast moving traffic.
To create a safety zone at a scene of accident or event.
When advised to block (partially or completely) or temporarily close a road.
Any time when your visibility can alert drivers or bystanders to a potential or existing danger.

Cases of exemption exist during display of show, such as during parades, PR events and
training under appropriate circumstances only.
Under no other circumstance should emergency lights be used in a non-emergency situation.
Flashing lights may distract drivers and has the potential to cause accidents resulting in injury or
death.
Remember: Cause no harm!

Rampart Uniform Standards
All parties participating in RSAR (from Applicant to Full Member) must wear an approved
uniform for all official RSAR activities (searches, search exercises, training classes, general
meetings, etc). Uniforms are intended to provide a cohesive appearance to the membership and
the public at a minimal cost while avoiding excessive patches, insignia and other extraneous
markings.
The approved field uniform is comprised of:
1. Long-sleeved uniform shirt.
2. Long pants appropriate for technical outdoor use (such as non-cotton BDU, nylon). No
cotton pants, blue jeans, shorts or other similar casual wear are allowed. (with the
exception of specialized teams)
3. Boots appropriate for wilderness work such as hiking boots, with proper ankle support
4. Baseball cap, boonie or other brimmed hat, or helmet (depending upon the team leader)
Only Full Members shall purchase, wear and display RSAR insignia on approved uniforms.
Basic insignia consists of American flag, RSAR shoulder patch, and Medical breast patch, and
name over right pocket.
Small specialty pins (e.g. EMT) may be worn above the left breast pocket as shown below. The
number of specialty pins shall be limited to one on the field uniform.
Specialty patches (e.g. Medical, Search Management) may be worn below the American flag
patch on the right arm as shown below. The number of specialty patches shall be limited to one
on the field uniform.
Rocker team specialty patches provided by RSAR (e.g. Rope Team) shall be worn directly
under the RSAR shoulder patch on the left arm as shown below. The number of specialty team
patches shall be limited to two on the field uniform.
(note: initiates, candidates, and new members may not display any insignia, logos, or wording
indicating they are part of the group (Rampart) or any other affiliation unless otherwise
instructed or issued apparel.
All members should treat their uniform with respect. When wearing any insignia, patch, or logo
of Rampart, Sheriffs Office, or County, you are responsible for your actions and represent that

entity. Do not wear your uniform when not conducting group activities or representing the group.
Keep your uniform clean and professional.
Failure to adhere to the above mentioned rules, disrespect for the uniform or the group, may
result in being sent home. Your actions and appearance reflect upon the groups integrity.

Class B “Blues and Yellows”
Uniforms to be used during callouts, trainings and can be used during events. This is the core
uniform of Rampart.
It consists of short or long sleeve HiViz Yellow or Navy blue shirt (Rampart Logo on front,
“Rampart Search and Rescue” or “Search and Rescue” on the back), Navy tactical pants, black
belt, Black work/tactical boots (optional Navy blue hat with or without insignia “RSAR”)
(Option: Navy, black or dark gray, tactical or EMS type pants. Dark Navy jeans not preferred but
acceptable.)
Winter weather uniforms may vary based on conditions, however the HiViz Yellow and Black
jackets are standard. Rampart logo on both sleeves (or Rampart logo on right sleeve and
American flag on left sleeve) (Optionally “Search and Rescue” on back and last name on front.
All members will be issued a HiViz Yellow shirt. Members will be issued Navy blue shirt after
probationary period. All other Class B apparel will need to be procured by the member.

Class-B Uniform
Class-B
Provided by RSAR

Class-B
Acquired by
member

Different environments require different equipment and clothing. Some situations may require
clothing or equipment which is not listed here please talk to appropriate team lead if you have
questions.

Cold Weather Variant
Class-B
Acquired by
member

Class B Bicycle Variant
Bicycle uniforms are geared for function and comfort. While similar to Class B, it varies slightly.
Shirts are HiViz in color with Rampart logo and “Search and Rescue” lettering. These shirts (at
some point) will be non-cotton moisture wicking. It is acceptable for ground unit wearing Navy
Blue to convert to bicycle unit. The pants will be Navy blue tactical pants or tactical shorts of the
same color. Black boots if wearing long pants. If wearing shorts, solid color (preferably black)
sneaker or bicycle shoe is acceptable. Mandatory are: Black Giro Bishop helmet. Eye protection
with either - Prescription lenses, clear or yellow sunglasses or tinted dark sunglasses.
Dress for the conditions. It is advisable to cary a Navy, black, or HiViz Yellow rain jacket on
hand.

Bicycle Variant
Class-B Bicycle
Acquired by
member

Class C
Class C uniforms are issued by the Adams County Sheriff’s Department. These are property of
the Adams County Sheriff’s Office and should be treated as such. The Class C uniform is

acceptable for all training, call-outs, and events. These uniforms tend to be more durable,
warmer, and bulkier. Choose your apparel based on the situation.
The Class C inform consists of Green 5.11 tactical shirt with Rampart patches on both sleeves,
Adams County logo on left breast and “Adams County Sheriff’s Office” text below. First initial
and last name is displayed on the right breast. This shirt should ALWAYS be tucked into your
pants. ACSO also issues Navy Blue 5.11 tactical pants. (note: The 5.11 pants have draw strings
on the cuff of the pant, these should either be tied or removed, they should NEVER be visible
outside the pant, they are a trip hazard if not tied or removed.)
Along with your issued uniform you will need to acquire the rest of your uniform which consists
of: Black work/tactical boots, Black belt, and Navy Blue hat with the text “RSAR”.
Some members may have rank or group insignia attached to the collar (black in color). These
insignia are issued only by the board and should not otherwise be used.

Class-C
Class-C
Provided by ACSO

Class-C
Acquired by
member

Class A
Class A uniforms are only used for ceremonies and formal events. These events may include,
memorials, funerals, formal dinners.
Board members will wear white collar shirt, silver insignia on collar, silver name plate on right
breast which bears date of hire. Individual may also bear medal ribbons above name plate.
Silver badge on left breast (black tape or band during funeral should be worn diagonally from
heart to shoulder). Black dress pants. Black dress belt. Black dress shoes.
Members should wear the same outfit substituting the white dress shirt for navy blue dress shirt
and navy blue pants.
Class A uniform should be clean, ironed, shined. It should always be in pristine and presentable
condition.

Class-A

Apparel Appendix
Some of the apparel shown bellow is a guide to follow when choosing your clothing. We want to
appear unified as a group when out in public and the field. When in doubt ask.

Other Apparel
USAR

Vests by type

Wilderness
Alternative

USAR

Hats

Showing up on scene
Before you receive a call out.

Are you dressed for the occasion? Do you have the necessary equipment and training? Is your
equipment safe and functional? These items should be addressed before you ever leave the
house.
It is advised to have a “go bag” ready for any event. The contents of this bag will vary by
season and should be inspected regularly. (Contents may include, clothing, lights, batteries,
notebook, etc... see the team equipment checklist for ideas).
• Ensure response vehicle is in good working condition and fueled.
• Ensure functionality of radios (regularly) and they are charged.
• Ensure batteries are good/charged and lights are working.
• Check your gear often and regularly.

The majority of RSAR call-outs are at night. Do you have high visibility vest/coat? Do you have
multiple sources of light? Do you have clothing appropriate for the foreseeable forecast?
Never show up intoxicated, inebriated, tired or otherwise mentally or physically altered. Do not
show up on scene unless you can affect positive and actionable change or support.

Before you leave the house.

Ensure at RSAR is at level 1 before leaving (this will be denoted in the callous message).
Before or at vehicle radio in as “Responding” (if no radio call or text mission coordinator). Radio
message as follows:
“R# responding and en-route” or “Command, R#, responding, I am # minutes away”
Wait for response and acknowledgment. If no response try again or call/text to notify Mission
Coordinator that you are on the way. This is to ensure that your time is logged and should
anything happen to you, the Mission Coordinator is aware that you are responding (especially if
you never show up). If you decide to turn around or leave an active call-out, communicate this

clearly with the Mission Coordinator and ensure acknowledgment. Note: Initial Call-Out
response is always dispatched from the "Squaw" channel.

Navigation

Follow instructions in text to guide you to scene. It helps to use Google Maps™ to locate scene
before leaving. (do not use Apple Maps™ as it is currently unreliable at the time of writing this) ,
there may be other navigation options available (GPS, in car navigation, know these systems
and use at your own risk).
If city is or zip code is not provided, look to see if contact is provided. (I.e. “Thornton PD officer
Smith” would indicate that the location is in Thornton)
If still unsure of location, radio Mission Coordinator for directions. (Or call)

While on the way

If description has been provided, be on the look out for the missing party. You are part of the
mission the minute you call in. Utilize the time wile arriving on scene to look for potential subject.
When responding, drive safely. Do not speed. When responding to events, we are generally
worked up and excited, this can lead to carelessness which may result in an accident. Commit
this phrase to memory.
“Do no harm.”
Should you cause an accident, you not only denied the subject rescue, but you have ultimately
removed your self from the mission. On top of that you may be diverting needed resources to
respond to your situation.
Do no harm.
Absolutely under no circumstance run Code 3 (lights and siren) unless specifically told to do so
by command staff. Driving carelessly with lights on may cause secondary accidents and will
may in charges filed against you. We are not the police. Do not speed. There are times when
urgency is present. It is safer to drive the speed limit than to make a mistake on the way. Even
when driving with lights and siren to an emergency, you are only allowed to exceed the speed
limit by 5mph over the posted speed limit (by state statute). Remember, the majority of first
responders die in the line of duty while arriving or leaving the incident in a vehicle related
accident. One of the most dangerous things you will do on a regular basis is drive to and from
an incident.

Arrive on scene

The scene will (usually) have one or more police cruisers on scene. (Note that some scenes
may have more than one grouping). Police cars in the area is a good indication your close. Look
around for a green flashing light, this will denote the current and active command center. Report
to the green light. Often times there will be no flashing green light, you may need to ask LE or
other members where to report.
You should have the proper identification should it be requested by LE. This may include your
State ID, vehicle windshield sticker, marked vehicle, or identifiable clothing. Be courteous and
patient if requested for identification.
At every incident, be conscious of where the staging location is and availability of parking.
Emergency vehicles will need to ingress and egress from the location. Make sure not to block

traffic or any other vehicles on scene. It is advised you park at an out-of-the-way spot. The
situation may escalate requiring heavier equipment (mobile command centers, fire trucks
ambulances) make sure you are not blocking the way. If other vehicles block you in, you are
committed until the very end and it may impede your task if your vehicle is needed. Be
conscious of where you park.
Do you see other RASR members on location? If so, head to the mission coordinator and await
for debrief and assignment. Ensure you:
• Check in with mission coordinator
• Sign in if “Sign-In” form is available (this may be done by MC)
At no point should you self-dispatch from the scene without the prior knowledge and consent of
the mission coordinator. The mission coordinator should:
• Know where you are at all times
• Be able to reach and communicate with you at all times.

Are you the first on scene?

Congratulations, you are now the interim mission coordinator. Are you completely overwhelmed
and out of your element ? If so, stay in your car and wait for the next unit to arrive. Do you feel
up to the task? Here is what you must do as the first on scene.
Radio in as “On scene”
“Command, R#, I am on scene”
Before approaching Law Enforcement (LE) ensure you have a notebook and pen. It is a good
idea to print off the (NOTES_Missing Person.pdf) ahead of time to use as reference.
Make contact with officiating department. They will already have someone in charge running the
show (usually a sergeant or detective). Introduce yourself as “Rampart Search and Rescue”,
they will be expecting you (if not ensure you are at the right location).
“Hi, I am John Smith with Rampart”
You will want to gather as much preliminary information about the incident as is available. Use
the Missing Person sheet as reference for possible questions you may need to ask. This list is
only a guide, and does not contain all the things you may want to consider. You only need
enough information to relay to arriving units.
LE may not have all the answers and these may come at a later time as the investigation
proceeds. Some details provided you initially may change over time as well. (clothing
description may be amended as new clues are introduced). Ask for photos if available and
distribute the photos to units on the way immediately as they can begin searching on the way to
the scene (note: initial page description may be inaccurate due to lack of information. As clues
are gathered this information will be refined, make sure to update everyone if initial page is
grossly different)
You will be presented with a vast amount of information. Some of this information may be
provided by the LE officer on scene, some of it may be clues or information gather visually by
you on scene, some of it may be derived from personal knowledge of the area or personal
experience. All of this information should be documented. Not all information may be pertinent
for rescuers arriving, however it should be documented.

As mission coordinator you will need to:
A. Assess mission hazards and safety
B. Assess the urgency of the situation
C. Formulate your own hypothesis of subject and whereabouts
D. Asses the best course to find your subject
E. Assess the needs of LE
F. Utilize the resources you have at your disposal.
A. Safety - Arriving on scene, you should always be scanning for dangers in the field
(people or subject on the road, downed power lines, destroyed roads, etc.) Depending
on the situation, the scene you are arriving at may not be safe - never assume its safe,
even in relatively safe urban settings. If you notice hazards near the scene or at the
scene make sure to note them down and relay this information to the team.
B. Urgency - Based on the safety factors, weather, subject status, you will be able to
determine the appropriate urgency level. Urgency levels are necessary to facilitate the
appropriate response to the situation. A 3 year old child lost outside during a snow storm
is far more urgent that a 30 year old adult on a 70ºF day. The 30 yo requires less initial
resources unless circumstances change (weather, mental or medical condition).
C. Plan - As the first responder on scene (whether you plan on staying in command or
not) you should start formulating a plan and hypothesis of what you think happened and
potential outcomes and how they can be achieved. This may not be correct, and will
change as you gather additional information, your planing should be dynamic and allow
for change and adaptation.
D. Search - Your training may cover the specific situation you are faced with and you
may have a good idea of what needs to be done.
Example: subject has limited mobility and an aversion to water. Subject demographic
states subjects often found 50ft from road or structure within a 2mi area. Base on the
provided information and your knowledge, you conclude that the 3 closest parks are the
best candidates for a hasty search.
You send your k-9 to last point seen, one 4x4 team to one of the parks and a ground
team to the nearest park, while the rest of your team assembles. This will eliminate the
two of the highest probability areas and start a direction of travel (k-9). Once your team
assembles, you will be ready to adjust your course of action based on the findings.
If LE is the first on scene they will designate their own incident commander who will run
the planing and execution. When you arrive, you will be reporting to them as a resource.
They may or may not have specific needs or plans for you and your team. It will be your
responsibility to match their needs with your teams capabilities and resources.
E. Assist - If it is early in the investigation, LE may not have formulated a plan and may
rely on you to provide actionable insight. You are now the subject matter expert on
scene.
If you are not familiar or feel uncomfortable formulating plans, wait for additional
resources, and if asked by LE, be forth coming and explain that you are waiting for
additional resources or will find someone in charge.

F. Utilize - Your team is inbound and will need to be assigned tasks as they arrive. It will
be up to you to determine wether you will want to debrief and send out teams as they
arrive, or wait for the team to assemble before a single debrief and task assignments. Be
mindful of the situation, it’s urgency, and available resources.
Understand the capabilities of each team and its members. Know your fellow members,
their strengths, training, and equipment. It’s also good to know what condition they are
in. Bob, was in a skiing accident, he cannot stand for long periods of time but he has a
mobile radio in his 4x4 with traffic lights. Bob can be effectively utilized.
If supporting LE you will be the liaison between the department and RSAR, it will be up
to you to recommend and task the RSAR teams on the behalf of LE or supervising
jurisdiction.
LE may make it clear as to what they want you to do. You are to follow the instructions of
LE as they have command over the incident. You can however provide insightful
feedback or suggestions as to the best course for the situation, should you have
intelligible data that would better suit the situation better.

Large Scale Events

Large scale events and mutual aid requests will differ from LE responses. When responding to
such events, you will be arriving as a request for additional resources, in these cases your role
will be to support and assist.
If you are merely responding within our group, make contact with Rampart members when you
arrive. Sign-in with Rampart first, and if necessary sign in with incident command. (very
important to sign in). Follow the instructions of our group leader. Be prepared to wait.

If you are the first to arrive and are taking the lead role, follow the previous steps: Make contact
with IC, follow initial staging procedures set forth. Introduce your self and inform of all resources
you have at your disposal. Your role as team coordinator will be to manage Rampart resources
on the behalf of the Incident Commander. It will be your responsibility to know what resource
you have available on hand and on call. It is for this reason you should expertly know your team
members, their capabilities, team vehicles and their capabilities, equipment available, and
training and knowledge of Rampart capabilities.
Your initial assignment will be to await for your team to respond. You should be able to provide
the IC with approximate arrival times and readiness/availability of your team and resources for
deployment. As you organize your resources begin to think about potential team structures and
capabilities.
Please be familiar with all ICS forms. In large incidents (specifically ICS 211), it will be
imperative to to keep meticulous records of all SAR actions during the operational period of the
event. These forms are available on the RSAR server ( under “RF2 -- General Ops Forms”).
You will be the liaison between Incident Command and Rampart resources and personnel.

Appendix

Activation Levels
Level 3 - RSAR is monitoring an event - no contact is needed - no response is needed (this is
only a notification that an even is occurring)
Level 2 - RSAR is on standby - no contact is needed (monitoring of SQAW is advised for
information) - Getting dressed and equipment together is advised.
Level 1 - RSAR is activated - Contact MC to notify of response - Full response with equipment
and personnel.
Stand Down - RSAR activation is canceled - Contact MC only if you are en-route or in the field All units are to stand down and cease all operations and return to quarters/home, if currently in
the field report to command post or MC for debrief.

Colorado Good Samaritan Law
13-21-108. Persons rendering emergency assistance exempt from liability.
(1) Any person licensed as a physician and surgeon under the laws of the state of Colorado, or
any other person, who in good faith renders emergency care or emergency assistance to a
person not presently his patient without compensation at the place of an emergency or accident,
including a health care institution as defined in section 13-64-202(3) , shall not be liable for any
civil damages for acts or omissions made in good faith as a result of the rendering of such
emergency care or emergency assistance during the emergency, unless the acts or omissions
were grossly negligent or willful and wanton. This section shall not apply to any person who
renders such emergency care or emergency assistance to a patient he is otherwise obligated to
cover.
(2) Any person while acting as a volunteer member of a rescue unit, as defined in section
25-3.5-103(11), C.R.S., notwithstanding the fact that such organization may recover actual costs
incurred in the rendering of emergency care or assistance to a person, who in good faith
renders emergency care or assistance without compensation at the place of an emergency or
accident shall not be liable for any civil damages for acts or omissions in good faith.
(3) Any person, including a licensed physician, surgeon, or other medical personnel, while
acting as a volunteer member of a ski patrol or ski area rescue unit, notwithstanding the fact that
such person may receive free skiing privileges or other benefits as a result of his volunteer
status, who in good faith renders emergency care or assistance without other compensation at
the place of an emergency or accident shall not be liable for any civil damages for acts or
omissions in good faith.
(4)(a) Notwithstanding the fact that the person may be reimbursed for the person's costs or that
the nonprofit organization may receive a grant or other funding, any person who, while acting as
a volunteer for any nonprofit organization operating a telephone hotline, answers questions of or
provides counseling to members of the public in crisis situations shall not be liable for any civil
damages for acts or omissions made in good faith as a result of discussions or counseling
provided on the hotline.
(b) As used in this subsection (4), unless the context otherwise requires, “hotline” means a
telephone line staffed by individuals who provide immediate assistance to callers in emergency
or crisis situations.

(5) An employer shall not be liable for any civil damages for acts or omissions made by an
employee while rendering emergency care or emergency assistance if the employee:
(a) Renders the emergency care or emergency assistance in the course of his or her
employment for the employer; and
(b) Is personally exempt from liability for civil damages for the acts or omissions under
subsection (1) of this section.

Vehicle Lighting
Colorado Revised Statutes, Title 42: Vehicles and Traffic; Regulation of Vehicles and Traffic,
Part 2: Equipment
238. Blue and red lights - illegal use or possession. (1) A person shall not be in actual physical
control of a vehicle, except an authorized emergency vehicle as defined in section 42-1-102 (6),
that the person knows contains a lamp or device that is designed to display, or that is capable of
displaying if affixed or attached to the vehicle, a red or blue light visible directly in front of the
center of the vehicle. (2) It shall be an affirmative defense that the defendant was: (a) A peace
officer as described in section 16-2.5-101, C.R.S.; or (b) In actual physical control of a vehicle
expressly authorized by a chief of police or sheriff to contain a lamp or device that is designed to
display, or that is capable of displaying if affixed or attached to the vehicle, a red or blue light
visible from directly in front of the center of the vehicle; or (c) A member of a volunteer fire
department or a volunteer ambulance service who possesses a permit from the fire chief of the
fire department or chief executive officer of the ambulance service through which the volunteer
serves to operate a vehicle pursuant to section 222 (1) (b); or (d) A vendor who exhibits, sells, or
offers for sale a lamp or device designed to display, or that is capable of displaying, if affixed or
attached to the vehicle, a red or blue light; or (e) A collector of fire engines, fire suppression
vehicles, or ambulances and the vehicle to which the red or blue lamps were affixed is valued
for the vehicle’s historical interest or as a collector’s item. (3) A violation of this section is a class
1 misdemeanor.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION Transportation Commission RULES GOVERNING
AUTHORIZED SERVICE VEHICLES ON PUBLIC STREETS, HIGHWAYS, AND ROADWAYS 2
CCR 601-20 [Editor’s Notes follow the text of the rules at the end of this CCR Document.]
Statement of Basis and Purpose and Statutory Authority These rules are promulgated pursuant
to the authority granted to the Department of Transportation pursuant to § 42-4-214(5) C.R.S.
(2011). The purpose of these amendments is to update existing rules in conformance with
current practice and statute concerning Authorized Service Vehicles. Section 42-4-214 (5)
C.R.S. (2011) authorizes the Department of Transportation to promulgate rules with regard to
Authorized Service Vehicles. These rules apply to all Authorized Service Vehicles when
operating in Colorado on or along a highway, roadway or public street. 1.00 Definitions 1.01
"Authorized Emergency Vehicle" shall mean such vehicles of the fire department, police
vehicles, ambulances, and other special-purpose vehicles as are publicly owned and operated
by or for a government agency to protect and preserve life and property in accordance with
state laws regulating emergency vehicles; said term also means the following if equipped and
operated as emergency vehicles in the manner prescribed by state law: (a) Privately owned
vehicles as are designated by the state motor vehicle licensing agency necessary to the
preservation of life and property; or (b) Privately owned tow trucks approved by the public
utilities commission to respond to vehicle emergencies. See § 42-1-102(6) C.R.S. (2011). 1.02
"Authorized Service Vehicle" shall mean such highway or traffic maintenance vehicle as is
publicly owned and operated on a highway by or for a governmental agency the function of
which requires the use of service vehicle warning lights as prescribed by state law and such

other vehicles having a public service function, including, but not limited to, public utility vehicles
and tow trucks, as determined by the Department of Transportation under § 42-4-214(5) C.R.S.
(2011). Some vehicles may be designated as both an Authorized Emergency Vehicle and an
Authorized Service Vehicle. See § 42-1-102(7) C.R.S. (2011). 1.03 "Department" shall mean the
Department of Transportation created by §43-1-102(2) C.R.S. (2011). 2.00 Authority to
Designate as Authorized Service Vehicle 2.01 The Department's Chief Engineer or his/her
designee is authorized to determine which vehicles should be designated as Authorized Service
Vehicles. Code of Colorado Regulations 2 2.02 The Chief Engineer or his/her designee shall
make the determination upon the advice and recommendation of the Department’s Maintenance
and Operations Branch and Staff Traffic Branch. 2.03 The Department may designate as
Authorized Service Vehicles both publicly owned and operated or privately owned vehicles
having a public service function, including public service vehicles and tow trucks. 2.04 The
Department shall determine which types of vehicles render an essential public service when
operating on or along a roadway and warrant designation as Authorized Service Vehicles under
specified conditions, including, without limitation, vehicles that sell or apply chains or other
equipment to motor vehicles necessary to enable compliance with § 42-4-106 C.R.S. (2011).
See § 42-4-215(5) C.R.S. (2011). 2.05 Local government entities shall have the authority to
designate Authorized Service Vehicles within their jurisdictions. 3.00 Types of Vehicles Which
May be Designated an Authorized Service Vehicle 3.01 Authorized Service Vehicles may
include, but not be limited to: 3.01.1 Any vehicle designated as an Authorized Service Vehicle by
the Department; 3.01.2 Vehicle Recovery Units (including commercially operated vehicles and
identified by insignia or equipment); 3.01.3 Pilot Escort vehicles escorting mobile homes,
oversize equipment or wide loads as defined in §42-4-510 and 511C.R.S.; 3.01.4 Public utility
vehicles operated by companies described in § 39-4-101, C.R.S. such as those providing
power, light, telephone and sanitation services; 3.01.5 Tow trucks or wreckers; 3.01.6 Tree
service equipment; or 3.01.7 Land Surveyor Vehicles 4.00 Requirements for Warning Lights
4.01 Every Authorized Service Vehicle shall, in addition to any other required equipment, be
equipped with: 4.01.1 One or more warning lamps mounted as high as possible, capable of
displaying in all directions one or more flashing, oscillating, or rotating yellow lights. 4.01.2 Only
yellow and white lamps and no other color or combination of colors shall be used as a warning
lamp on an Authorized Service Vehicle. White lamps may be used on a light bar to heighten the
visibility of the yellow lamps. 4.01.3 With regard to 7.01.1 above, a snowplow designated as an
Authorized Service Vehicle operated by a general purpose government may also be equipped
with and use no more than two flashing, oscillating, or rotating blue lights as warning lamps.
Code of Colorado Regulations 3 4.01.4 Lighted directional signs used by police and highway
departments to direct or control traffic need not be visible except to the front or rear. 4.01.5
Lights shall have sufficient intensity to be visible at 500 feet in normal sunlight. 4.02 Only
Authorized Emergency Vehicles shall be authorized to use a red light or lights alone or in
combination with blue, white, or blue in combination with white. 4.03 Authorized Service
Vehicles determined to operate also as Authorized Emergency Vehicles shall be equipped to
comply with signal requirements for Authorized Emergency Vehicles. 5.00 Penalties 5.01 Any
person who violates any provision of these rules commits a class B traffic infraction.

